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Ø Tradition:
official population projections released by NSI, included Istat, mainly
produced under deterministic assumptions (scenario approach)

Ø Transition:
in the last years some NSI have started to make probabilistic population
projections

Ø Advantage:
stochastic forecasts provide the user with the level of likelihood that a
particular future population value will occur

Ø Aim of the presentation:
to show the implementation of a stochastic method for the Italian
population, with the probability distribution of forecasts specified on the
basis of expert opinions (Billari et al. 2012)

motivation
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Ø Istat deterministic population projections:
latest official projections (2011-2065) for Italy developed according to a
scenario approach (main, high and low); each scenario based on
different assumptions regarding the future evolution of demographic
components, in the more general framework of the cohort-
component model.

Ø early trials towards stochastic forecasts:
cooperation Istat-Bocconi issued in 2009. Preliminary work mainly
focused on the critical analysis of probabilistic methods widely used
1) Expert-based methods
2) Scaled Model of Error (Alho et al., 1998).

Outputs of the analysis presented at EAPS 2012 (Stockolm)

official deterministic projections and early
approaches to stochastic forecasts of Italian
population
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early approaches to stochastic forecasts of
Italian population
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Italian population 2011-2065 according to Scaled model of error
and Expert based method

Both methods developed on the basis of latest Istat deterministic assumptions
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Ø EBM belongs to random scenario approach and it’s based on the use of
expert conditional evaluations to define future statistical distributions for
the following demographic indicators:

• total fertility rate (TFR)
• mean age at childbearing (MAC)
• male and female life expectancy at birth (LEM,LEF)
• number of immigrants (IMM)
• number of emigrants (EMM)

Ø Assumptions:

• normal distribution of demographic indicators
• statistical independence among demographic components, except

TFR-IMM and LEM-LEF

methodology and data processing / 1
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Ø Forecast period divided in two sub-intervals: 2011-2030 and 2030-
2065

Example (1) of a simple expert conditional evaluation: if MAC is
equal to X at 2030, provide a central/high scenario for MAC at 2065

Example (2) of a joint expert conditional evaluation: if IMM is equal
to X at 2030 and Y at 2065 and TFR is Z at 2030, provide a
central/high scenario for TFR at 2065

Ø Joint distributions laws defined through expert opinions:

• (IMM2030, TFR2030, IMM2065, TFR2065)
• (MAC2030, MAC2065)
• (LEM2030, LEF2030, LEM2065, LEF2065)
• (EMM2030, EMM2065)

methodology and data processing / 2
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EXAMPLE FOR A SINGLE INDICATOR

Let R be a generic indicator, EBM assumes (R2030, R2065) as a bivariate normal where:

o E(R2030) = µ1 = c1

o E(R2065) = µ2 = c2/c1

o VAR(R2030) = ó2
1 = (h1 - c1)2 / z2

1- á

o VAR(R2065) = ó2
2 = (h2/c1 - c2/c1)2 / z2

1- á + (c2/h1 - c2/c1)2 / z2
1- á

o CORR (R2030,R2065) = ñ12 = (c2/h1 - c2/c1)2 / [ (h2/c1 - c2/c1)2 + (c2/h1 - c2/c1)2]

Where:
c1 is central scenario provided by expert for the indicator at 2030
h1 is high scenario provided by expert at 2030 (with 1-á level of confidence)
c2/c1 is central scenario provided by expert at 2065 given c1
c2/h1 is central scenario provided by expert at 2065 given h1
h2/c1 is high scenario provided by expert at 2065 given c1 (with 1-á level of

confidence)
z1- á is the quantile of order 1 á of the standard normal distribution

methodology and data processing / 3
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Ø values of demographic parameters for each forecast year (2012-2029;
2031-2064) are drawn out by interpolation with linear or quadratic
functions.

Ø age-schedules derived from synthetic indicators through the
application of demographic models:

• Schmertmann model for fertility
• Lee-Carter model for mortality
• Rogers-Castro model for migration

Ø 2,000 samples drawn from the corresponding multivariate gaussian
distributions; a cohort-component model processed for each sample

methodology and data processing / 4
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Ø elicitation procedure implemented in a questionnaire submitted online
to 30 Italian demographers: feedback from 17 experts (total or partial
response)

Ø the questionnaire is set out in two parts:
• the first one elicits the opinions of the experts on the drivers that

might affect the development of the three main components of the
demographic change: Fertility, Mortality and Migration

• the second one, more quantitative, collects the opinions of the
experts in terms of scenarios

Ø In order to produce the input of the model, expert opinions have been
synthesized with an simple mean for each indicator

data collection of expert opinions / 1
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data collection of expert opinions / 2
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male life expectancy at birth: central scenarios at 2030 and 2065
(observed level in 2010: 79.4)
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data collection of expert opinions / 2
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female life expectancy at birth: central scenarios at 2030 and 2065
(observed level in 2010: 84.4)
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data collection of expert opinions / 2
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total fertility rate: central scenarios at 2030 and 2065
(observed level in 2010: 1.39)
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data collection of expert opinions / 2
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mean age at childbearing: central scenarios at 2030 and 2065
(observed level in 2010: 31,4)
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data collection of expert opinions / 2
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number of immigrants: central scenarios at 2030 and 2065
(observed level in 2010: about 450 thousand)
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data collection of expert opinions / 2
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number of emigrants: central scenarios at 2030 and 2065
(observed level in 2010: about 80 thousand)
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Means, standard deviations and correlations
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positive correlations, except for the TFR at 2065:
1) an increase of TFR in the 2011-2030 would cause a weak decrease of TFR in 2030-2065
2) a decrease in the number of immigrants in both the first and the second forecast period
would push the TFR to grow in the second period

Correlation

LEM LEF IMM TFR MAC EMM

Year Mean St.D 2030 2065 2030 2065 2030 2065 2030 2065 2030 2065 2030 2065

LEM 2030 83 1.6 1 0.9 0.9 0.7

2065 87 1.8 1 0.8 0.8

LEF 2030 87 1.8 1 0.8

2065 91 2.6 1

IMM 2030 258 94 1 0.6 0.4 -0.4

2065 212 118 1 0.2 -0.4

TFR 2030 1.54 0.1 1 -0.2

2065 1.68 0.2 1

MAC 2030 31.8 0.8 1 0.7

2065 32.3 1.1 1

EMM 2030 133 39 1 0.7

2065 142 48 1
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results and comparisons / 1
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births and deaths: conditional EBM forecast VS deterministic projections

1) births would drop from 547 to 479 thousand in 2011-2065 (c.i. 382-586 at 85% level)
2) main deterministic scenario very close to the median forecast
3) deterministic variants contain uncertainty at 85% level of c.i. of the stochastic forecast
4) strong growth of deaths, from 593 to 839 thousand in 2011-2065 (c.i. 776-905 at 85% level)
5) deterministic variants without particular uncertainty in the long run
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results and comparisons / 2
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immigrants and emigrants: conditional EBM forecast VS deterministic projections

1) According to EBM strong decrease of inflows (median value from 420 to 209 thousand in
2011-2065); but high degree of uncertainty associated to this component

2) Deterministic projections preserve higher levels of immigrants
3) Slight increase of emigrants (median value of 140 thousand in 2065)
4) Deterministic projections characterized by lower levels of emigrants
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results and comparisons / 3
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1) according to EBM, in 2065,
the population would vary in
(48.5 - 65.9) million at 85%
level of c.i. (median forecast:
56.8 million)

2) population would increase
until 2028 (m.f.: 63.2 million)
and then declines

3) stochastic and deterministic
forecasts show similar
pattern of evolution,
although the latter gives less
pessimistic results (in 2065,
main scenario at 61.3
million)

Total population: conditional EBM forecast VS deterministic projections
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results and comparisons / 5
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old age dependency ratio: conditional EBM forecast VS deterministic projections

1) population ageing
increasing: OADR would
rise from 30 to 61% in 2011-
2065; high uncertainty
associated (bounds 52-
73%)

2) Similar pattern of evolution
shown by deterministic
projections; nevertheless
very few uncertainty
associated
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results and comparisons / 4
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Population pyramid at 2065: conditional EBM forecast VS deterministic projections

1) Looking at mean results, probabilistic pyramid reproducing faithfully the deterministic one
2) Lower uncertainty shown at younger ages by the stochastic forecast
3) Higher uncertainty shown at middle ages by the stochastic forecast
4) No significative differences at older ages
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conclusions
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• More transparency of the overall output, given by the choice of including
experts in the decision process.

• EBM method and related elicitation procedure provide quite accurate
probabilistic projections, with a measure of uncertainty.

• Flexible with regard to the choice of the demographic indicators and
models to be implemented.

PROS

WARNINGS • Questionnaire design: there is a need for better specifying some parts
(independent opinions VS conditional opinions)

• Synthesis of the responses: average of expert opinions for this study but
other solutions are possible

• Methodology: potential improve by introducing a larger number of time-
points, possibly without making heavier the questionnaire and the
response treatment (trade off).

• Extension: introducing uncertainty to age-schedules of mortality and
migration
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